
Infinite Campus tips 

*If trying to find something…… go to Campus Community on the far right hand corner; go to knowledge 

base; select campus instruction and there is numerous videos you can watch. 

 Knowledge base > production information > Campus Instruction > Setup (Campus 
Instruction) :  

This will give you directions how to set up grading scales, grade calculation options, create categories, 
create assignments, copy assignments 

 Knowledge base > Production information> Campus Instruction > Day- to- Day 

App switcher is pictured below with the 9 black dots.  Clicking on that will get you back to campus 

instructions if you are in campus community or vice versa.   

 

*Campus Instruction: ALWAYS SAVE WHEN ENTERING DATA IN CAMPUS INSTRUCTION 
 
If the word “Save” is orange, then you need to SAVE 
 
Categories-- When adding a category under campus instruction> go to settings  

 

**When creating a category, make sure you to select the correct grading task and NOT all of them or the 

grades wont calculate correctly.  



The due date has to be within the specific term that you are in… example if the term is 8/24/15-

10/23/15, you cant use 10/25/15 as the due date.   

Grading Calculation Options are under settings: Grading scales and Composite Grading 

Assignments--  Homework assignments  
T=Turned in; M=Missing; L=Late; I=Incomplete; CH=Cheated; X=Exempt; DR=Dropped 
 
Assignment can be added from the Gradebook or from assignment list > add assignment 
Anything in red* needs to be filled in  
 
Scoring Assignments-Score only one assignment at a time 
Green= passing; red=failing; gray= exempt 
 
Posting grades- if the grading window is open is should turn orange 
Click on post and select term and grading task 
 
In-progress is what parents/students see.  After saving assignments, they will automatically change the 

in-progress windows 

Posted grades only gets used during Midterm, Semester and Quarter Grades.  

*Underlined in blue will take you to specific areas, for example 

 

Can be found under Gradebook or under Post Grades Tool 

Percent and letter grade should match—100% A 

Planners- 
+ add= add assignment 
My curriculm=assignments 
My schedules= students & time 
Other schedules=with permission of other teachers 
 
Attendance-  
Period: P=present, A=absent, T=tardy and the comment box can be filled in if known excuse and SAVE 
Can take attendance using either seating chart or list of students 
 
Roster- 
Active students are on the top and dropped students are on the bottom of the screen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


